
Mathematis 134 { Intensive Calulus for Siene 2Things to Know { Final ExamMay 1, 2006General Information� The �nal exam will be given in our regular lass room 8:30am - 11:30am on Wednesday,May 10.� This will be a omprehensive exam { it will over all of the material from Chapters5-11 of the text that we have studied this semester. See the detailed list of topisbelow.� The �nal will be similar in format to the three full period midterm exams, but roughlytwie as long.� If you are well prepared and work steadily, it should be possible to omplete the examin about 2 hours. But you will have the full-three hour period to work on the exam ifyou need that muh time.� Review Session: Monday, May 8 at 7:00pm.Topis to Be Covered1) The de�nite integral, onnetions with areas, average values, total hange.2) The Fundamental Theorem of Calulus: 1st part: If F (x) is an antiderivative of aontinuous funtion f(x) on a � x � b, thenZ ba f(x) dx = F (b)� F (a)2nd part: If f(x) is ontinuous for a � x � b, then the funtion F (x) = R xa f(t) dt isan antiderivative of f(x): ddx Z xa f(t) dt = f(x):3) Antiderivatives graphially and numerially4) The power, sum, and onstant multiple rules for antiderivatives5) Inde�nite integrals by substitution, parts, partial frations, and using the table ofintegrals6) Integrals for omputing volumes of solids with known ross-setions: V = R ba A(x) dx,where A(x) is the ross-setion area funtion. Volumes of solids of revolution are aspeial ase of this.7) Integrals for omputing total mass/enter of mass of wires and plates of given shapes,given the mass density funtion8) Probability density funtions of distributions, umulative distribution funtion, me-dian, mean.9) Taylor polynomials and series 1



10) Taylor series by \shortut rules" (substitution, algebrai manipulations, term-by-termintegration and di�erentiation) for omputing Taylor series from the known series forex; sin(x); os(x); (1 + x)p:11) Di�erential equationsa) What it means for a funtion to be a solution of a di�erential equationb) Graphial meaning of solutions via slope �elds) Euler's Method for approximate values of solutionsd) Formulas for solutions via separation of variablese) Appliations to growth/deay problemsSuggestions on How to StudyA) Reread your lass notes and work through the examples we did in lass { everythingon the �nal will be very lose to something we did along the way somewhere!B) Look over your quizzes and exams, espeially any questions you had diÆulty with.Read the omments and orretions { they're there to help you �gure out what youdid wrong and how to solve the problem orretly.C) Also look at your graded problem sets and the write-ups from the group disussiondays and labs.D) Look over the pratie exams for the three full-period midterms.E) Don't pani! There is a lot of material here, but not all that many key ideas. Every-thing on the �nal will be very lose to something we did along the way somewhere!Sample Exam QuestionsThe following is essentially the �nal exam from the last time I taught the Intensive Calulus2 lass. As always, the real exam may look somewhat di�erent, but it will be roughly thesame length, of omparable diÆulty, and over most of the same topis.I. The following table gives the speed (in miles per hour) of a ar, measured at 10 minuteintervals. time (min) 0 10 20 30 40 50 60speed (mph) 35 36 71 23 27 40 35A) Give your best estimate of the total distane traveled based on this information.B) How often would you need to measure the speed to get the distane aurate to within:1 mile?
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II.A) The following graph shows y = f(x). Find R 90 f(x) dx and the average value of f onthis interval.

B) Give a preise statement of the Fundamental Theorem of Calulus (both parts).III. Compute eah of the following integrals. If you use an entry from the table, say whihone.A) R x7 � 3px + 5� dxB) R xex2+1 dxC) R x2 os(3x) dxD) R 1p1�4x2 dxE) R 1x3�9x dxIV. Let R be the region bounded by y = 4� x2, the x-axis, and x = 0, x = 1.A) Find the volume of the solid obtained by rotating R about the x-axis.B) A thin metal plate has the shape of the region R (x in m). The mass density of theplate at all points in R is d(x) = x + 1 grams per square entimeter. Find the totalmass of the plate.C) What is the x-oordinate of the enter of mass of the plate from part B? Set up, butdo not evaluate the integral(s).V. The amount of snowfall x (in feet) in a remote region of Alaska in the month of Januaryis a random variable with probability density funtion p(x) = 29x(3�x) for 0 � x � 3 and0 otherwise.A) What is the probability that the amount of snowfall will be between 1 and 2 feet?B) What is the mean snowfall?VI.A) Using the de�nition of Taylor polynomials, ompute the Taylor polynomial of degreen = 3 for f(x) = x os(3x) at a = 0.B) Chek your answer by using our \shortut methods" to �nd the �rst few nonzeroterms in the Taylor series for f(x) = x os(3x) at a = 0.3



VII.A) Show that for any onstant , y = x2 + x2 is a solution of the di�erential equationdydx = 4x� 2xyB) Newton's Law of Cooling states that the rate at whih the temperature of an objethanges is proportional to the di�erene between the objet's temperature and thesurrounding temperature. A hot up of tea with temperature 100ÆC is plaed on aounter in a room maintained at onstant temperature 20ÆC. Ten minutes later thetea has ooled to 76ÆC. How long will it take to ool o� to 45ÆC? (Express Newton'sLaw as a di�erential equation, solve it for the temperature funtion, then use that toanswer the question.)
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